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What is a heavy neutrino?

Standard model neutrinos were (in theory) massless

Neutrino oscillation observations show that they have different masses, and 
therefore non-zero masses

Nonetheless, neutrinos are “light” with masses < 1eV
 - other SM particles start in the ~MeV range (or are massless)

“Heavy” implies a mass in the MeV range or (a lot) higher

I’ll mostly be talking about “Heavy Neutral Leptons”

Summarised much better in Andre de Gouvea’s talk on Monday

Heavy

https://indico.uu.se/event/324/session/14/contribution/83
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Why heavy neutrinos?

The known, “light” neutrinos are considered to be anomalously light, compared 
to the other massive fundamental particles

A common explanation for this is the seesaw mechanism, whereby each light 
neutrino couples to a heavier partner

The “seesaw” part refers to the feature of the theory that a neutrino can be 
made lighter simply by making a corresponding increase to the mass of their 
partner

Another nice feature is that the mass mixing matrix could now include some 
additional CP-violating phases that could explain the matter/antimatter 
asymmetry of the universe

Summarised much better in Pilar Hernandez’s talk on Monday

https://indico.uu.se/event/324/session/3/contribution/87
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Large Hadron Collider
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Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is taking pp collision data at 13 TeV

Results with 36 fb-1 (2015+2016) are available now
 - 2017 data analyses ongoing
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Large Hadron Collider

LHC schedule suggests we have 1-2 more months of data-taking this year, and we 
can expect similar performance in 2018

 - Long Shutdown 2 begins 2019
We are here
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Prompt decays with CMS

There are several recent results from CMS searching for decays where the heavy 
neutrino lifetime is short, and so it decays near the interaction point

More information in Barbara Clerbeaux’s talk on Tuesday 

https://indico.uu.se/event/324/session/8/contribution/128
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Prompt decays with CMS

Typical final states are a pair of leptons and a pair of quarks

In Left-Right Symmetric Models (LRSM), the decay chain may include a right-
handed W-boson

If the heavy neutrino is a Majorana fermion, the final state leptons may have the 
same charge

Some models also allow for lepton flavour mixing
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Prompt decays with CMS

Searching for LRSM decay, final states with 2 tau-leptons
where one decays hadronically and one leptonically

Observable plotted is the scalar sum of final state particle
transverse momenta (pT) and missing transverse energy

arXiv:1703.03995                    Following slides will link to relevant results here

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.03995
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Prompt decays with CMS

Searching for LRSM decay, final states with 2 tau-leptons
where one decays hadronically and one leptonically

Limit left for fixed m(NR):m(WR) ratio, and right for different
mass working points

arXiv:1703.03995

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.03995
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Prompt decays with CMS

Searching for a Heavy Composite
Majorana Neutrino decay, i.e. the neutrino here is not a fundamental particle

Final states with a pair of either electrons or muons, and a single large jet 
containing the collimated decay products of the 2 quarks

arXiv:1706.08578

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08578
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Prompt decays with CMS

Searching for a Heavy Composite
Majorana Neutrino decay, i.e. the neutrino here is not a fundamental particle

Limits compared with a variety of different choices of the compositeness scale Λ, 
and production cross-section dominated by contact-interaction component

arXiv:1706.08578

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.08578
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Prompt decays with CMS

Searching for type-3 seesaw mechanism decays
(includes a heavy neutral majorana lepton)
in final states with 3 or more electrons and muons

Variety of lepton combinations are analysed, final exclusion limit assumes equal 
masses and flavour-couplings of the seesaw leptons Σ

arXiv:1708.07962

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.07962
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A word about modelling

The LRSM decay chain shown on the left has been extensively studied in LHC Run 
1, and in the CMS result shown earlier

However, signal simulation in Pythia treated the NR decay as a single vertex (see 
right) which affects the decay kinematics in many samples

It also prevents studying scenarios where m(NR)>m(WR)

Searches are currently underway to set limits with the decay fully modelled in 
MadGraph, using Run 2 data
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Dark matter searches with ATLAS

There are several recent results from ATLAS searching for final states with 
missing transverse momentum (MET) that could indicate a Dark Matter candidate

More information about ATLAS in Geert-Jan Besjes’ talk on Tuesday

https://indico.uu.se/event/324/session/8/contribution/38
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Dark Matter?

A stable heavy neutrino would be a potential Dark Matter candidate

Possibility to pair-produce heavy neutrinos from a Z’ as shown in the LRSM-
motivated diagram below:

Alexey Boyarsky will be giving a talk on “neutrinos as Dark Matter” on Friday

In the mean time here are a selection of the many possible MET+X final state 
searches where results have been published by ATLAS
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Dark matter searches with ATLAS

A final state with large MET, tagged with a radiated photon

Limit set using a simplified model (arXiv:1703.05703) with an axial-vector 
propagator

arXiv:1704.03848

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.05703
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.03848
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Dark matter searches with ATLAS

A final state with large MET, tagged with a radiated gluon jet

Limit set using a simplified model (arXiv:1703.05703) with an axial-vector 
propagator

ATLAS-CONF-2017-060

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.05703
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2273876
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Dark matter searches with ATLAS

Combined exclusion limits have been produced for these searches

However, note that searches for dijet resonances are much more sensitive, since 
the propagator in our simplified model must couple to quarks

ATLAS Summary Plots

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CombinedSummaryPlots/EXOTICS/index.html
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Dark matter searches with ATLAS

A final state with large MET, and a Higgs boson decaying to a pair of photons

Limit set using a Z’ model where Dark Matter only couples to the Z’

arXiv:1706.03948

https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.03948
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Supersymmetry at the LHC

Now I’m definitely stretching the definition of “Heavy Neutrino”

There are a vast number of SUSY searches, past and ongoing, which mostly 
include neutralinos in the final state

Not planning to go into this in any depth, suffice it to say that we’re still looking

ATLAS Summary Plots          CMS Summary Plots

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CombinedSummaryPlots/SUSY/
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS
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Displaced vertices

Somewhere in-between prompt decays and long-lived Dark Matter candidates are 
heavy neutrinos likely to decay after travelling a significant distance

These models don’t even rely on the seesaw mechanism – simply adding an extra 
neutrino mass eigenstate is enough

However, throwing in some sensible values for the coupling strength, a heavy 
neutrino with mass 1 GeV decays after O(10) meters
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Displaced vertices

There are lots of displaced vertex searches past and ongoing at LHC collider 
experiments (ATLAS, CMS and LHCb at least)

Searches rarely target Heavy Neutrinos, although should be possible to search in 
the O(10 GeV) mass region

Credit to Belle (and others) for looking: arXiv:1301.1105

Still, the problem remains

Belle detector

10m radius from
interaction point
(roughly)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1301.1105
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NA62 experiment

Rather than trying to instrument an unfeasibly large volume, beam dump 
experiments need only instrument the region along the beam axis

The NA62 experiment at CERN uses 400 GeV protons from the SPS (the same 
accelerator that feeds the LHC) impinging on a Berillium target

Slide from G. Lanfranchi @ EPS 2017

https://indico.cern.ch/event/466934/contributions/2583562/
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NA62 experiment

NA62 already has a result searching for heavy neutrinos (300-375 MeV) 
originating from Kaon decays: arXiv:1705.07510

Here the heavy neutrino is not expected to decay within 10km of the target, and 
so the search was simply for single muon and missing mass

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.07510
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NA62 experiment

In LHC Run 3, there is potential to run NA62 in “dump mode” (beam strikes 
Copper collimators rather than Berillium target)

May allow additional study of Heavy Neutrino decays, and will also allow testing 
of ideas for the planned future experiment, SHiP

Slide from G. Lanfranchi @ EPS 2017

https://indico.cern.ch/event/466934/contributions/2583562/
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Looking into the future...

The proposed SHiP experiment has a broadly similar design to NA62, but is 
specifically intended to search for physics beyond the Standard Model, such as 
displaced decay vertices from Heavy Neutrinos

Important features include a magnetic field designed to steer all muons from the 
target away from the instrumented volume, to reduce background
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Looking into the future...

SHiP should eventually be installed using a similar 400 GeV proton beam-line to 
NA62, and will hopefully be ready for data-taking in 2027

For more information please see Philippe Mermod’s talk on Friday

Slide from O. Lantwin @ EPS 2017

https://indico.cern.ch/event/466934/contributions/2563221/
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Looking into the future...

For context, the ShiP timescale is roughly the same as that for the High 
Luminosity LHC

Not that the LHC luminosity isn’t already high...
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Looking into the future...

The CERN courier devoted its September issue to superconductivity, and it looks 
like magnet technology is keeping up with us for now
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A little further still...

If you really want to probe the energy and intensity frontiers, you’re going to 
need something big...
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Summary

Models for prompt decays of Heavy Neutrinos have been (and are still being) 
studied at the LHC experiments

Heavy Neutrinos – if stable – could be revealed by Dark Matter searches at the 
LHC

Displaced vertex searches are an evolving field for collider experiments targeting 
prompt decays, but potential here for further study of Heavy Neutrinos

Beam dump experiments far more sensitive to Heavy Neutrino decays when the 
couplings are weaker, and so the vertices are more displaced

New experiment planned – SHiP

LHC upgrade schedule on track – higher luminosity for all experiments

Still bigger colliders are possible...
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BACKUP
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